
oh my yarn, it’s a wreath
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

the perfect pouf
What’s the perfect tool for this 
fabulously fluffy yarn wreath? 
An easy-to-use pom-pom 
maker! Available in a variety 
of sizes, this handy 
gadget makes crafting 
pom poms of any size 
as easy as “wrap, snip, 
fluff.” Simply follow 
the directions on the 
packaging.

Use hot glue to adhere finished canvas strips 
to foam wreath, as shown. Continue gluing 
strips around perimeter of wreath until 
wreath is completely covered. Embellish with 
greenery, yarn balls and a braided yarn bow.

snowed in...This wreath gets its showy, snowy appeal from loads of fluffy white yarn. To 
make it, measure strips of rug canvas (number of strips will vary, based on size of wreath). With a 
locker hook, pull yarn through canvas, using four strands of yarn per square.

Love the look of  
these designer yarn 

wreaths? Look  
inside for the tips and 
tricks to easily craft  

them yourself !
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« Pom-pom maker available in the Needlework Department.
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playing ball
You’ll have a ball with this cute 

and quirky wreath. It features 
foam balls, mounted on sturdy 

brass rings (available in the  
Needlework Department) and 

wrapped with soft, coordinating 
yarn. For a fully finished look, 

we filled in the gaps by adding 
smaller yarn balls to the front  

of the piece. They’re made using 
wooden beads that were covered 

with double-sided adhesive 
before wrapping. We simply 

glued them into place.

turn the tables
A yarn-wrapped wreath gets oh-so-sweeter 

with this fuzzy flower embellishment. To create, 
draw a simple blossom and a leaf shape onto sturdy 
canvas. Fill in the shape with yarn, securing with hot 
glue as you work. Next, carefully cut out the shapes,  

staying as close to the edge of the yarn as possible. Finish 
with a collection of cute little buttons, tied artfully into place. 

sweet tweet » This sweet little perch was a 
perfect addition to our handmade wreath. It’s a twiggy 
nest (available in the floral department), wrapped in 
cheery yellow yarn. And the lovey-dovey feathered 
friends? They’re actually floral embellishments, that 
thanks to a little acrylic paint, now have the tweetest 
personalities.

best feathers... This bird-bedecked wreath says 
“homespun” in cute and quirky style. It features crocheted doilies, 
chipboard letters, and oodles of sweet, yarn flowers. To make your own 
beguiling blossoms, trace circles onto stabilizer. Fill in the shapes with spirals of colorful yarn, 
hot-gluing as you work. Then, cut out the shapes and embellish with buttons, as shown. 

Tip: How did our 
wreaths get their softly rounded  

shapes? Before adding any yarn, we  
padded foam wreath bases with batting,  
then wrapped them in simple white tulle. 


